
Streamlined System Security 
FleetFocus prioritizes data integrity and security, providing 
administrators with peace of mind knowing their valuable 
data is safeguarded against breaches and unauthorized 
access. By automating user access controls and 
implementing stringent security measures, FleetFocus 
simplifies system management, saving valuable time and 
resources.

Efficient System Management 
FleetFocus simplifies system management with intuitive 
tools and customization options. Administrators can 
easily configure and customize the system to meet their 
unique requirements, whether it's setting up user roles or 
designing custom screens. With FleetFocus, 
administrators have the flexibility to tailor the system to 
their preferences, enhancing usability and productivity.

Tailored Screen Design 
This module allows administrators to create a user 
interface tailored to their specific needs. From control 
placement to field customization, administrators have full 
control over how information is displayed and updated. By 
customizing screens for various tasks such as work 
orders, bookings, and accident management, FleetFocus 
enhances usability and streamlines workflow processes.

Seamless Notification Management  
FleetFocus' Notifications module streamlines communication 
by providing administrators with the ability to generate 
notifications for workflow updates. Easily configure alerts 
for specific events and recipients, ensuring timely 
communication and action. With automated notification 
processes and linked customer SMTP server, FleetFocus 
minimises the risk of information bottlenecks.

Integrated External System Integration  
FleetFocus' Integrations Module facilitates integration 
with external systems, enhancing data exchange and 
interoperability. Whether it's real-time or batch integrations, 
the module ensures smooth communication. By applying 
the same configuration and business rules as data 
entered through the FleetFocus user interface, it simplifies 
data management and saves time on manual data entry.

Fleet administrators navigate a myriad of tasks daily, from ensuring data security to streamlining communication and 
managing system configurations. With FleetFocus, fleet administration becomes a seamless and efficient process, 
empowering administrators to focus on strategic initiatives and drive business success.

Ready to experience the efficiency of FleetFocus for yourself? Contact us today to learn more and schedule a demo.


